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Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have demonstrated in pratie e�ieny and robustness as

global optimization tehniques. However, they often su�er from premature loss of population

diversity whih results in premature onvergene and may lead to loating loal optima

instead of a global one. What is more, both the experiments and analysis show that for

multi-modal problem landsapes a simple EA will inevitably loate a single solution. The

loss of diversity also limits the adaptive apaities of EAs in dynami environments. Co-

evolutionary tehniques are aimed at improving adaptive apaities and introduing open-

ended evolution into EAs [4℄.

In lassial EAs eah individual in the population is onsidered to be a potential solution

of the problem being solved. The �tness of eah individual depends only on how well it solves

the problem. Seletion pressure auses that better �t individuals have the greater hane to

survive and/or reprodue and less �t ones have the smaller hane.

In o-evolutionary systems the �tness of eah individual depends not only on the quality of

solution to the given problem but also on other individuals' �tness. As the result of ongoing

researh many o-evolutionary tehniques have been proposed. Generally, eah of these

tehniques belongs to one of two lasses: �Competitive Fitness Funtions� (CFF) or multi-

population [4℄. Also some of the nihing tehniques may be onsidered as o-evolutionary.

In CFF based systems two (or more) individuals ompete in a game and their �Com-

petitive Fitness Funtions� are alulated based on their relative performane in that game

[2℄. Eah time step given individual ompetes with di�erent opponents, so its �tness value

varies.

The seond group onsists of systems that use multiple populations. In suh systems

a problem is deomposed into sub-problems and eah of them is then solved by di�erent

EA [5℄. Eah individual is evaluated within a group of randomly hosen individuals oming

from di�erent sub-populations. Its �tness value depends on how well the group solved the

problem and on how well the individual assisted in the solution.

Some of the nihing tehniques may also be onsidered as being o-evolutionary sine

�tness of eah individual depends on other individuals in a population. In o-evolutionary

shared nihing (CSN) tehnique [3℄ (inspired by the eonomi model of monopolisti ompeti-

tion) two o-evolving populations are used. The ustomer population is the usual population

of andidate solutions. The businessman population evolve to obtain the largest possible

payo� (over the peaks in multi-modal domain).

The main idea of evolutionary multi-agent system (EMAS) is the modeling of evolution

proess in multi-agent system (MAS) [1℄. Co-evolutionary multi-agent system (CoEMAS)

allows o-evolution of several speies of agents. CoEMAS an be applied, for example, to

multi-objetive optimization and multi-modal funtion optimization (nihing o-evolutionary
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Figure 1: Sample nihing o-evolutionary multi-agent system

multi-agent system � NCoEMAS ).

In CoEMAS several (usually two) di�erent speies o-evolve. One of them represents

solutions. The goal of the seond speies is to ooperate (or ompete) with the �rst one in

order to fore the population of solutions to loate Pareto frontier or proportionally populate

and stably maintain nihes in multi-modal domain.

In �gure 1 a sample system for multi-modal optimization with two o-evolving speies:

nihes and solutions is presented. In suh NCoEMAS we an model nihes as individuals

that are haraterized by parameters like loation, radius, et. and evolve to best over

real nihes in multi-modal domain. Two additional operators an be introdued for nihes:

splitting and merging. Eah nihe an make deision on splitting into two nihes based on

the urrent distribution of its subpopulation. Also, the deision of merging an be made by

two nihes that are lose enough and that are loated on the same peak in the multi-modal

domain.

It seems that CoEMAS is espeially suited for modeling di�erent o-evolutionary intera-

tions (resoure ompetition, predator-prey and host-parasite o-evolution, sexual preferenes,

et.)
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